The influence of an individual's cognitive style on hypothesis testing behavior was investigated. Thirty analytic and 30 global subjects each solved 24, 16-trial problems with intermittent reinforcement, i.e., F said "right" or "wrong" after every fifth response. Results indicated that the analytic subjects solved more problems correctly than did the global subjects. Furthermore, there was some question that both analytic and global subjects had little trouble with problems which provided positive feedback, but, on problems with negative feedback, global subjects seemed to have considerably more difficulty than did analytic subjects. (Author)
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Davis and Klausmeier (1970) and Davis (1972a) reported that individuals with a global cognitive style were less efficient than analytic Ss in learning to identify concepts. Davis (1972b) found that global Ss had a higher frequency of repeating previous card choices and offering duplicate hypotheses than did analytic Ss. The results of this study suggested that global Ss had a tendency to reject the feedback of the E once they had erroneously arrived at a solution. A subsequent study (Davis, 1973) also found that global Ss had a higher percentage of error hypotheses than did analytic Ss. The results of these studies taken together suggests that part of the global Ss learning deficiency is attributable to inefficient methods of utilizing feedback. The major purpose of the present study was to determine if there is a difference between analytic and global Ss in terms of the effects of positive and negative feedback upon a S's hypothesis testing behavior.

METHOD

Subjects. The Hidden Figures Test (HFT) was administered to 320 introductory educational psychology students. Separate distributions of the HFT scores were made for male and female Ss (males \( \bar{X} = 23.78, \) S.D. = 8.07; females \( \bar{X} = 23.43, \) S.D. = 7.65). Fifteen analytic males and 15 analytic females were selected from the pool of S's scoring one standard deviation above the mean and 15 global males and 15 global females were selected from the pool of S's scoring one standard deviation below the mean.

Stimulus Materials. The stimulus materials were drawn of 7.5 \times 12.5 \text{ cm}. cards and each card contained a pair of stimuli which varied on four dimensions: letter (2 consonates), color (purple, blue, yellow, green, brown, red or black), size (large or small), and position (left or right). Twenty-four problems were constructed with 16 cards per problem. Within a problem, there were two sets of four different consonate pairs. Figure 1 provides a description of one set along with a description of the eight possible response patterns corresponding to each of the four major stimulus dimensions. This set of stimulus materials is internally orthogonal in that each value of each dimension is paired equally often with each value of every other dimension. The advantage of an internally
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orthogonal set of stimuli is that it provides the experimenter an opportunity to identify a S's working hypothesis by examining the pattern of responses across the four consonate pairs. A second set of stimulus pairs was constructed by interchanging the position of each consonate and its corresponding values within a given pair of consonates. For example, the compliment of the set illustrated in Figure 1 would consist of a large white "K" on the right and the small black "D" on the left for the first stimulus pair. Reversing each of the stimulus pairs in Figure 1 would generate a new set of our pairs which would be internally orthogonal and would not be identical to any of the original set. Referring to one set as Set A and the interchanged set as Set B, Set A was used for all nonoutcome trials (E provides no feedback) and Set B was used for all outcome trials (E says "right" or "wrong"). In the 16-trial problem an outcome was presented on the first, sixth and eleventh trial and no outcome was presented on trials 2-5, 7-10, or 12-15. Figure 2 presents a summary of a 16 trial problem.

Procedure. The procedure followed was similar to that outlined by Levine (1966). Each S was fully instructed concerning the nature of the task, and was given four sample problems to solve in order to familiarize him with the feedback procedures. Following the instructions and the preliminary problems, each S was presented 24 16-trial problems. Feedback was presented on trials 1, 6, and 11. That is, the E said "right" or "wrong" on these trials according to a prearranged schedule regardless of the S's response. Each of eight possible right-wrong sequences which could occur on the three outcome trials was randomly assigned to each of the first eight problems and then randomly assigned to each of the remaining two blocks of eight problems each. Trial 16, the last trial on each problem, was treated separately. Each S was told "right" on half of the problems and "told nothing on the other half.

RESULTS

Blank Trials Data. Within each of the 16 problems, there were three sets of four cards to which the Ss responded but did not receive any feedback. Each of these sets was analyzed in terms of the response sequences Ss manifested. Each S's four trial pattern was categorized as being either consistent or inconsistent. The consistent patterns were those patterns which were consistent with the feedback supplied on the outcome trials. Thus, after trial one there were four possible consistent response patterns, after trial six there were two possible consistent response patterns and after trial 11 there was only one possible response pattern which would be consistent with the feedback. The inconsistent patterns were those patterns which either reflected errors (i.e., 3-1 patterns) or patterns which were inconsistent with the feedback supplied on the outcome trials. Overall, it was found that 80 percent of the nonoutcome sets conformed to all previously presented information and that errors or inconsistent response patterns occurred on 20 percent of the nonoutcome trials. When this analysis was broken down by cognitive style, it was found that the analytic Ss had 82.5 percent of the nonoutcome sets which were consistent with previously presented information and 17.5 percent of the nonoutcome sets which were inconsistent with previously presented information. The global Ss had 77.1 percent consistent response patterns on the nonoutcome sets and 22.9 percent inconsistent response patterns on the nonoutcome sets. There were no differences between male and female patterns.
Problem Solution. Each of the 60 Ss solved 24, 16-trial problems. A problem was considered as being correctly solved if each of the three non-outcome sets within a problem followed a response sequence which was consistent with the feedback information presented on the outcome trials. Each of these problems were scored as correctly solved and then the total number of problems correctly solved was analyzed by means of an analysis of variance with the variables of sex and cognitive style. There was a significant effect of cognitive style (F = 3.73, df = 1/56; p < .05). Analytic Ss solved an average of 15.18 problems while global Ss solved an average of 13.13 problems. Neither the effect of sex nor the interaction of cognitive style by sex were significant.

Within each of the 24 problems, there were eight different sequences of feedback. The percent of problems correctly solved under the eight conditions of feedback is presented in Table 1. The problems in which the outcome trials resulted in the E saying "right" were solved by both analytic and global Ss with a good deal of proficiency. There seems to be a trend which shows that problem solution becomes more and more difficult as the number of negative feedbacks increases. When all three outcome trials resulted in a "wrong" feedback, performance was very poor, but analytic Ss seem to be better able to process this negative feedback than do global Ss.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedback Patterns</th>
<th>Analytic</th>
<th>Global</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Effects of Outcomes. Levine (1970) has postulated a general model of hypothesis testing which predicts that Ss will retain their working hypothesis when it is confirmed and will reject the working hypothesis when it is disconfirmed. The effect of E's saying "right" or "wrong" may be determined by comparing the hypothesis a S manifests before and after each outcome. This analysis involved only those response patterns which were interpretable (i.e., did not consider any of the error patterns). The percent of Ss who
kept their working hypothesis was determined by counting the response patterns which were the same on two successive sets of nonoutcome trials (the first and second or the second and third) when the intervening outcome trial resulted in the S saying "right". The overall percentage, based on 1286 cases, was 97.5 percent. Thus 97.5 percent of the time a S kept his working hypotheses when he received a confirmation outcome. Two-and-one-half percent of the time a S switched his working hypothesis. It should be noted, however, that 11.5 percent of the time Ss manifested a response sequence which was inconsistent with previous information. When these results were determined separately for analytic and global Ss, similar findings were obtained. For analytic Ss, 97.2 percent of the hypothesis patterns were the same when Ss received confirmation on the outcome trials and 2.7 percent of the response patterns changed. Analytic Ss, however, had 10.9 percent inconsistent response patterns. For global Ss, 97.8 percent of the hypothesis patterns were the same when Ss received confirmation on the outcome trials and 2.2 percent of the response patterns changed. Inconsistent hypothesis patterns for the global Ss were reflected 11.1 percent of the time.

Levine's model (1970) predicts that when a S is told "wrong" on an outcome trial, that he will drop his working hypothesis and switch to another hypothesis. When the effects of a wrong feedback were assessed, the overall percentage of switches, based on 1267 cases, was 99 percent. Thus 99 percent of the time a S switched his working hypothesis when he received a disconfirming outcome. It should be noted, however, that 38.4 percent of the time Ss switched to a working hypothesis which was inconsistent with previously obtained information. Analysis of these results by cognitive style revealed that analytic Ss switched their working hypothesis 99 percent of the time when they received a "wrong" outcome. Inconsistent hypothesis patterns however, were adopted 25.8 percent of the time. For global Ss, 98.9 percent of the time a S switched his working hypothesis following a "wrong" outcome, but 38.9 percent of the time these switches resulted in the adoption of an inconsistent hypothesis pattern.

SUMMARY

In general the results of this experiment support the model of hypothesis testing developed by Levine (1966, 1970), but also extend the method of analysis by considering consistent and inconsistent response patterns.

Several differences in performance of analytic and global Ss were found. First, examination of the blank trials data indicated that analytic Ss had a higher percentage of nonoutcome sets which were consistent with previously presented information than did global Ss. Second, analytic Ss solved a significantly greater number of problems than did global Ss. Finally, it was found that analytic and global Ss differed little in terms of utilizing positive feedback, but that global Ss encountered considerably more difficulty in processing negative feedback than did analytic Ss. This finding suggests that part of the deficit in the global Ss performance is due to a faulty encoding process. Additional research is needed to further clarify the process of encoding stimulus information as it relates to an individual's cognitive style.
Figure 1. Simple four-trial problem and response sequence.
Figure 7. A schematic of the 16-trial problem.
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